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Page 11
The 'Breds lost two of
three games to ,Akron Saturday and Sunday. The
team plays South Alabama
this weekend.

Page7
Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma
Phi Epsilon sponsored an
Easter egg hunt Saturday
in the Quad, complete with
a visit fro m the Easter
Bunny.
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Activist
advocates
for change
Phillip Dishon
Assistant College Life Editor
pdi.~hon@thenews.org

An "angel" visited Murray State
when the department of theatre and
dance welcomed anti-hate activist
Romaine Patterson to speak in Robert
E. Johnson Theatre Saturday.
"It is so weird for me to hear that
people think of me as an angel," Patterson said. "I still just think of
(myself) as a girl from Wyoming."
Patterson became involved in
activism after her close friend,
Matthew Shepard, died as a result of
a hate crime in Laramie, Wyoming.
She said Shepard.
who was a 21-yearold University of
Wyoming student
at the time, was
murdered because
he was a homosexual.
Patterson said
Ricky Agoslin/The Nt•w!.
photo dlustmlion by Andn'a Chapman/The News
she was reluctant
Students use treadmills in the welloess center (left), which has about 1,400 visitors daily, and the Curris Center gym (right).
to be open about
her
relationship
with Shepard at
first because it Romaine
meant acknowlcdg- Patterson
ing the reality of Anti-hate Activist
his death.
However, in 1999, to combat protesters of the trials of Shepard's mur•
derers, Patterson developed a peaceful form of protest called Angel
Action. Patterson and other friends of
Shepard dressed as angels with large ·
white wings to block the view of protesters from the media covering the
murder trials.
"People completely understood Stephanie Zeller
what we were doing," she said. "I Staff Writer
never would have thought that Angel szeller@thenews.org
Action would mean as much as it
(has). It kind of spread like wildfire."
Murray State's Student RecreAccording to Patterson's Web site, ation and Wcllness Center is
www.eatromaine.com, Angel Action proving to be an asset to the
is still being used across the globe to campus community despite
peacefully combat hate demonstra- minor problems.
·
Rkky Agostini/ he News
tlons.
After more than two months of
"I was a b1e t o t urn th e event s operation, the wellness center is A few students gather iD the Curds Center gym for a workout Tuesday night. The gym has expearound Matthew's death into some- averaging nearly 1,400 students rlenced about a 50 percent decline iD Visitors smce the wellness center opened in January.
thing very positive and that helps on weekdays and about 1,000 stu- community members still may pretty well," Baur er said.
son suggested hair dryers be
make it seem just a little bit less trag- dents during weekends.
find the Curris Center more conProblems such as parking, placed in the locker rooms, and,
ic," Patterson said.
"It is above where we thought venient than the wellness center. especially during home basket- he said, the proposal has been
After Angel Action, Patterson (it would be), being that it's a
No changes have been made to ball games, and a need for bicy- made a reality.
became the regional media manager new facility," said Director of the Curris Center gym since the cle racks are among many of the
"The facility was designed to
of The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Student Life Jim Baurer.
center opened, but the wellncss administration's focuses for be very open with a very social
Against Defamation, an organization
In comparison, before comple- center has had some changes, fix- improving the facility. he said.
atmosphere and we think that
devoted to educating the American tion of the wellness center, about ing problems found during its
A suggestion box is located on has been accomplished," Baurer
public about the negative stereotypes 500 students visited the Curris first two months of operation.
the welcome desk for members said.
,
see SPEAKER 1 3 Center gym per day, but now the
"With a new facility, I guess of the fitness community who
Fitness classes allow students
number has dropped to- about you will always need to work out want to express their suggestions

Gym u~e declines 50 percent
Officials
recognzze
impact
of new center

Student reports
attempted theft
to Publl•C Sa£ety

Staff Report
A student reported an attempted
robbery at 5:30 a.m. Tuesday on the
north lawn outside Franklin College.
The student reported a man
approached him, demanding for his
property and displaying a small
knife. The student also reported seeing another person who may have
been involved on the east lawn of
Franklin College.
One suspect is an approximately
20-year-old white male of thin build
who was wearing dark clothing. T he
second suspect is an approximately
20-year·old white male of medium
build.
University Police officers are
• investigating the incident.

250.

B•·:·' said so: · cam;us

some bugs, but ove: all it's gone

to improve tbc center. One per-
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Murray State's graduation rate increased again
last year, giving the University one of the highest
rates in the region.
According to a PowerPoint presentation given
by University President F.
King Alexander at the
recent Board of Regents
meeting, the graduation
rate for Murray State this
year is 56.5 percent,
which is .4 percent higher
than last year. T he University ranks first in the
region for graduation
change since 1997.
"Of the 33 public uni·
versities in our region,
Murray State ranks fifth

Alexander said at the graduation rate.
is creating and environmeeting. "This is higher
Gary
Brockway, ment that enables stuthan any other Kentucky provost and vice presi- dents to be successful,"
university."
dent of Academic Affairs, Brockway said.
graduation
He said the AASCU
Alexander said the four said the
universities ahead of improvements
are looked at a number of facMurray State in gradua- because of a number of tors for the improvement,
tion rates, Truman State, factors.
including the University's
Il linois State, Eastern llli"(The
graduation retention alert program,
nois and Missour i-Rolla. improvements) are a trib- advising system. residcnall serve less Pell Grant ute to the faculty, staff, tial college system, serstudents than Murray administration, alumni vice learning and underState.
and all those who support graduate research pro"It's easy to improve our efforts to make Mur- jects.
you graduation rate by ray State a student""Ori·
"There were many
closing your doors," he ented university," he said. things
they
were
said. "We're serving a "The American Associa- impressed with.'' he said.
more challenged popula- tion of State Colleges and "(Murray State) engages
tion than the four states Universities were looking students both in the classabove us."
at all the things that we room and out of the classAlexander also said that do (to increase the gradu- room. All of these things
of the 628 public universi- at ion rate), and there is help to create an environtics in the United States, no one single factor you ment that leads to stuMurray State has the can point to.
dents being happy with

they can see the opportunities that will result from
their experience at the
University.
"As we create that environment, if we can
remove as many obstacles
as possible along the way,
everybody wins, and
we're able to sec more
students walk across the
stage on commencement
day," he said. "That's an
important goal for us.
Said Brockway: "It's
very important we do all
this while maintaining
students and not sacrificing the quality of our aca·
demic programs because
we have a responsibility
to prepare students fo r
work and life once they
graduate."

News Editor: Melissa Kilco>nl'
AssJstant News Editor: Curie PonJ
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CAMPus BRIEFLY

•Police

9-.rl a.m. A caller reported a
chocolate Labrador Retriever in
the area near 15th and Olive
streets. Calloway County Animal Control was notified.
7:48 p.m. A caller rc~orted
non-injury traffic accident ncar
Hester College. There was no
damage to either vehicle.

Friday, March 11

Craig Jacobs, senior from Murray, and Adriana Alvarez Vela, freshman
from Durango, Mexico, challenges fellow tennis team members to a
friendly match Saturday at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

Curris Center to display
art exhibit until Sunday
An exhibitittn of work by Amanda
Hall. BFA candidate and s"!nior from
Paducah, is on display until Sunday in
the Curris Center Art Gallery. The
exhibit consists of photography, graphic design and prints with themes based
on female identity and the female gender role in society.
For more information, contact Sarah
Henrich at 762-6734.

Women's Center to host
documentary on abuse
The Murray State Women's Center
and community survivors of child
molestation, rape and sexual abuse
are hosting a free movie at 7 p.m.
March 29 in the Curris Center Theater.
The documentary, "Searching for
Angela Shelton," deals with the topic
of child molestation and sexual
abuse.

March 28 rally to begin
campus recycling effort
The Center for Environmental
Education, Facilities Management

and Student Government Association are hosting a recycling rally at
noon March 28 outside the Curris
Center, to celebrate Murray State's
recycling initiative.
The rally will feature live music
from the DANCE-tigators!l!, bring
attention to recycling efforts at the
1.4liversity and kick off a campuswide training in academic and residential colleges and an Earth Week
recycling contest in the residential
colleges.
The Earth Week contest will begin
on April IS. Recycling containers will
be placed on each residential college
floor. The residential college with the
highest participation will win a prize
from SGA.
For more information. contact Jessica Reed at 762-6883.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
Pond, assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.
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Thursday, March 10

Michael Mclaurine/Thc News

The Murray State News

2:40 a.m. A caller reported a
possible fight or argument in the
hallway at Franklin College.
There was no argument, people
were just talking loudly. The
officer asked the subjects to
keep the noise down.
3:14a.m. A caller reported subjects throwing bottles off a second floor balcony of Hart College. A responding officer found
no damage to vehicles. The subjects were gone upon arrival.
8:01 p.m. An officer escorted a
suspicious individual at the
Regional Special Events Center
off campus and advised him not
to return.
8:30 p.m. A caller reported an
intoxicated individual in the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot headed toward Hwy 121. A
responding officer could not
locate the subject, but spoke
with other suspicious people.
11:56 p.m. Krista A. Edwards,l8,
a non-student from Murray, was
arrested near 15th and Olive
streets for driving with a suspended license and issued a
citation for disregarding a stop
sign.

Saturday, March 12
1:05 a.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported
harassing communications. An
officer took an information
report
1:53 a.m. A caller reported a
possible assault off campus at
Red Oaks Apartments on
Diuguid Drive. The Murray
Police
Department
was
atlvised.

3:52 a.m. A caller from Carr
Health reques ted Emergency
Medical Scrvict~s for •• student
who was injured playing volleyball. The individual was
transported to Murray-Galloway County Hospital by the
EMS.
6:04 p.m. A parent called
regarding their child, who was
supposed to be visiting them in
Missouri. but could not be
located. The parent called both
the student's cell and room
phones. but received a husy
signal. A message was left at
the front desk for the student.
The parent lat<'r called hack
and said everything was OK.

Health. ThcJndividual still was
breathing. The caller stated
that the individual began talking to staff and refused medical
transportation.
12:51 p.m. A professor reported a vehicle driving by the
intramural fields and disturb·
ing a class by screaming
obscenities and making gestures. Officers patrolled the
area for the vehicle.
4 :11 p.m. A student from
Franklin College came to Public Safety to speak with an officer concerning a threat her exboyfriend made. The incidence
is under investigation.

Sunday, March 13

5:33 a.m. A caller advised a
male individual was attacked
near the Student Recreation
and Wellness Center in an
attempted robbery. The individual sustained a small cut on
his arm . Emergency Medica]
Services and the Murray Police
Department were notified. A
report was taken.
3:53 p .m. A student was heat·
ing a reaction and overheated
an c.!Xperiment in Blackburn
Science Building. The Murray
Fire Department and Central
Plant were notified. A faculty
member at the scene extinguished the fire. A fire report
was taken
8:15 p.m. A caller reported the
smell of gas by the front
entrance of Richmond College.
The residence director said he
did not smell anything. Facilities Management confirmed it
would replace the regulator.
Central Plant w:~s notified.

Thesday, March 15
1:27 a.m. A female from
Franklin College reported an
unwanted individual in her
room. Jeremy Hale Bronaugh.
19, freshman from Rrandcnburg, was arrested for criminal
trespassing.
5:47 p.m. The residence director of Richmond College
requested offic~·r assistance
relating to a student's welfare.
The subject was possibly
depressed. The student's parents were advised.
6:06 p.m. A caller was concerned about his daughter. who
lived in College Courts. He was
unable to make contact with her
for two or three days. At 7:56
p.m., the student called home.

Monday, March 14
3:01 a.m. A caller from College
Courts requested assistance
because they were anxious.
The residence director on call
was notified.
7:19 a.m. A caller reported an
elderly malc who received
minor injuries when he fell in
the north gym uf Carr Health.
The individual refused EMS
transport and was released to
his spouse.
9:17 a.m. A ealler reported a
studenf\\'ho passed 9ut in Carr

Motorist assists - 2
Racer escorts - 7
Arrests- 2

Police Beat is compiled by Carrie Pond, assistant news editor,
with materials provided by Pub_..
lie Safety. -All dispatched cal fs
are not listeR.

THE MSU SPEECH AND DEBATE UNION
Presents The Annual

PROVOST PREMIERE
THE TOP FOUR RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE DEBATE SOCIETIES
WILL FIGHT FOR FIRST PLACE AND THE $1,000 PRIZE
With Guest Judges:

Honorable David C. Buckingham, Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge
Dr. Risa D. Perry. Pharmacist with Express Pharmacy and Owner of
Perry Construction, etc.
Mrs. Trudy McFarlane, Executive Director of Glendale Place and Communication Consultant
Mr. William Amos, Jr., Mass Communications Graduate Assistant and
Doctoral Candidate

March 31, 2005
7:30p.m.
Wrather Museum Auditorium

The Speech and Debate Union Supports the American
I>e~ocracy Project
Eli~ination

Rounds will be Monday, March 28 at 7 p.m. in
Wrather Museum Auditorium. Four colleges will be
eliminated, and the top four will debate March 31
at 7:30 p.m. in Wrather.
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Now you
don't have
to get dressed
to get your
news!
Everything in our
newspaper. and more is
iust a click away at:

thene1ftrs.org
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Speaker discusses need to stand against hatred
From Pagel

"I go and speak all over
the country because I can,"
commonly associated with Patterson said. "I mean,
homosexuals.
there are still a lot of people
Patterson worked on that can learn from what
national campaigns for happened in Laramie and as
GLAAD, including one long as I have the chance to
against the anti-gay lyrics of help them I feel like I
rapper Eminem.
should.
Lissa Graham-Schneider,
"I think that (the play) is
assistant professor of the- such an important tool of
atre and dance, invited Pat- education;• she said. "When
terson to speak on campus. people see this play they are
"Romaine is one of my exposed to the reality of
heroes," Graham-Schneider how everyday people look
said. "What impresses me at issues of hate and sexualmost about her is she is an ity. I think it is a good wakeaverage woman who did an up call for some people and
extraordinary thing.
for others it just helps solid"Standing up to hate is a ify what they already
very scary thing to do," she know."
said. "It's easy to say someLissa Graham-Schneider,
thing is wrong, but to stand who directed "The Laramie
up and do something about Project," said having Patterit takes real guts."
son spea}c at Murray was
The lecture, which was important because of the
also sponsored by the Col- message she brought with
lege of Humanities and Fine her.
Arts and The American
"We are a culture acceptDemocracy Project, was ing of hate," she said. "I
organized to spread aware- think we accept it not
ness about the department because we as a society are
of theatre and dance's pro- hateful by •nature, bu t
duction of "The Laramie because it's easy. I think
understanding is a good
Project."
Patterson said most of her thing, and Romaine encourtime away from cohosting aged just that."
her radio talk show on SirSandra Jordan, dean of
ius Satellite Radio is devot- the College of Humanities
ed to speaking at universi- and Fine Arts, said having
ties
performing "The Patterson speak during the
production run of "The
Laramie Project."

New fitness area
offers programs
From Pagel

Ricky Agostin/The New>

Clayton Tune, freshman from Annadale, Va., and
Gina P!annerstlll, sophomore from Murray, perform
their roles in 'The Laramie Project' last week.
Laramie Project" helped to
express some important
values of Murray State.
"Murray State values ... a
diverse student body," Jordan said. "Murray State creates a nurturing environment (for all students)."
Jordan said Patterson is

an example of a person who
has made a difference.
"(Through)
tolerance,
(anyone) can make a difference,'' Jordan said. ''We
don't have to be overwhelmed by the negative
things in the world. We can
make a difference."

to workout and interact
with one another. Some
classes
available
are
high/low aerobics, cycling,
yoga and deep aqua action.
Corky Broughton. coordinator of health and fitness programs and professor of wellness and therapeutic sciences, said there
are 16 classes, but some
classes were or will be
dropped because of low
participation, while others
are continuously being
developed.
"We are still having trouble with attendance in the
shallow water aerobics
class," Broughton said. "As
such, there is a potential we
may have to drop the
class."
After many requests,
massage therapy sessions
will be available once students return from Spring
Break. There will be a fee
required for the sessions: A
one hour, full-body massage will cost $45, and a
half-hour massage will cost
$25. Members will need to
reserve a time with a

licensed massage therapist.
Students are not the only
campus community members who take advantage of
the facility. Faculty. staff,
retirees, alumni and their
families can also join by
paying a membership fee
based on their affiliation
with the University and
their wages. On average.
150 non-students visit the
center every day.
Still, not everyone can
join. The surrounding community is not invited to
obtain membership.
"We want to maintain it
as a student facility," Baurer said.
Baurer also said most of
the money the facility
makes from membership is
redistributed to the students' employment and
wages.
Fifty-six students are
employed at the center, and
the jobs range from lifeguard to custodian.
Said Jim Baurer: "There
are 56 more students who
have jobs on campus who
didn't before."
For
additional photographs, visit thenews.org.
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'Rejfections
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BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

Highlights....$45 and up

Shampoo, Cut & Style_ .........._................ _....$17

OLYMPIC PLAZA
(NEXT TO AUGUST MOON)

759-1112

'DfJ,/!i
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'\\ fee\ "" d\fference

Vll'\t t~\ro,rtct\t, you

Custom tailored relief for;
• Whiplash • Heoclodles
AJ Coloway Coonty Chiropr<Xfic, our
• lower back. hip Of' leg pain
approa:h to total body wellness will
. Neck, shoulder Of' arm pain
keep you octive and energized. Don'tlet • Tight muscles, numbneu
pain keep you from enjoying the octM
• Sciatica
lies you love. Chiroproctic adjustments
can bring your body back to its natural
slate, improving your body's balance,
performance and energy - at work and
at play.

. 753-6100

Dr. Scott Foster

1625 Hwy 121 N .• Murray
Just up from the RSEC

CHIROPRACTIC
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1•• April Fools
AIRBAND
Contest 6-9 p.m., April 1

Show us how you would perform
on stage. Cash prizes will be
awarded to the top 3 acts!
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Use Your Degree

For Your
Future
For Your
Country

Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon - Fri 9a.m. - 7p.m.
Who: S6T Jason Culver 817-348-0801

Brad Solomon, Event Coordinator
200 S. 4th St. • Murray • 759-5648

t'

INTEREST

OF

4

- - - You~u be aheaa of the game!--ro learn more about our Masters and Specialist degrees. log onto the MSU Homcpage
at www.murraystate.edu and click on Prospecth•e Students/Graduate Studies!

VISit us online at TheNews.Org
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Opinion Editor: ElizaiX'th Cawein
Phone: ;62-4·!68

What are your plans for
Spring Break?

OPINION
Legislators pass budget
with nods to education
OUR Vmw:

·u

"'I be using the
time to relax and
prepare my
resume."

Issue:
THE SENATE
VOTED TO PASS
THE NEW

Amanda West
senior, 0Wflnsboro

~UDGET,

"I'm going to
party in Daytona
with my
girlfriend."

WfllCH GIVES
SEVERAL
BOOSTS TO
HIGHER
EDUCATION
FUNDING,
MARCH 8.

Drew Fanner
junior, P8ducflh

"I'm going to my
grandparents'
island off of Fiji."
DanJ H arrison
sophomore, Marion

I

~. . .

"I'm going deep-

sea fishing in the
Gulf of Mexico."
AdamSpeeg
junior, /!rooMaven, Miss.

f:rin Cummins/The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762·68n

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762·4468

Janet Robb
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

St ephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Andrea Chapman
Visual Editor • 762·4468

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762·2998
The Murray State News stnves to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information In a lair
and unbiased manner and also proVIde a free
and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
learning environment lor those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production or a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, Its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edit·
ed by students and is an offic1al publication of
Murray State University. The fnst copy of The
Murray State News is free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall,

Position:
THE NEW
BUDGET IS A
WELCOME
';CHANGE AND
WILL ALLOW
MURRAY STATE
TO CONTINUE
MANY CAMPUS
IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS, AS
WELL AS
MAKING UP
FOR MUCH
OF THE
FUNDING LOST
IN PAST CUTS.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Students sometimes think
their voices and concerns are
ignored by the state government. Last week, they got a nod
from the capitol.
Higher education was a prior-'
ity foflegislators when crafting
this year's budget, which the
Senate passed March 8 after it
received approval from the
House of Representatives.
The budget will send $45 million back into higher education,
replacing much of the money
taken in the cuts of the 2004-05
fiscal year.
Most significantly for Murray
State, the new budget will allow
the University to move forward
on several campus improvement projects.
Agency bonds in the amount

of $13 million will go toward
building a new residential college, Waterfield Library renovations will continue and Phase
II of the new science complex
will begin with the construction of the new chemistry
buiiding. Additionally, the
Breathitt Diagnostic Lab m
Hopkinsville will receive a
$300,000 incinerator.
It is not a rare occurrence for
college students to think politicians who are out to earn the
support of older voters ignore
their concerns.
All the funding we will soon
receive reminds us that we are
on the minds of senators and
representatives in Frankfort, at
least for now.
Congratulations are in order
for Kentucky . legislators for
coming to a consensus on the
budget, as well as a big thank
you from the state's college students for remembering our

needs and the importance of
higher education.
However, now that the state
government has extended an
olive branch to Kentucky educatjon, we hope it will not be
broken in the future.
The relationship between
education and the state has
been nothing if not a rocky one
·in recebto-years.
The passing of a sound, University-friendly budget is a
great frrst step toward repairs,
but reneging on promises and
making additional cuts to allotted funds in the future will
deeply sour a relationship that
is, at best, on the mend.
So, kudos to the legislators for
remembering college students
across the state last week - let
us hope they don't fo rget about
us by next week.
For more details on the recently passed state budget, visit
www.thenews.org.

•Your Opinit)11
'The News' coverage
of'Lara!Dde'taste~l
I'd like to personally applaud
The Murray State News for its
sensible coverage of last week's
campus production of ''The
Laramie Project." Leading up to
the release of the March 11 edition of the paper, I worried
myself sick that we might have to
endure another debacle such as
"The Vagina Monologues" coverage a few weeks ago.
Thank goodness the countless
letters from those with some
good old American values didn't
fall on deaf cars. I had nightmares of front page headlines
such as '"Laramie Project' comes
out to packed house" or "Being
gay not a crime on our campus."
You can imagine how relieved
I was to see the story buried on
Page 7, as well it should have
been. I mean, let's face it - homosexuals are like vaginas and Mus·
lims: Although they may very
well exist (and perhaps, sadly,
there might even be a few here in
Murray). nothing good could
possibly come from anyone
being forced to think about them.
The only correct thing to do is
just ignore them and hope they'll
go away - just like AIDS.
Especially considering our
visit from the Amercian Associa-

tion of State Colleges and Universities last week, I don't think
you realize how many potential
problems you prevented by
keeping "The Laramie Project''
coverage well-guarded within
the confines of the College Life
section.
As readers in the past few
weeks have pointed out, our
beloved paper reaches far
beyond the confines of campus.
It can be found in as far-reaching
corners of the globe as Mr. Gatti's and Wal-Mart.
Imagine the embarrassment of
the poor mother who has to
explain to her 5-year-old in the
checkout line at Kroger what a
"homosexual" is. It borders on
child abuse.
It was bad enough to confess to
the world that we actually invited F.W. de Klerk to campus (who
is obviously a communist and a
grave threat to homeland security).
Bravo to The Murray State
News. Your excellent publication gives hope to us alL
By the way, according to godhatesfags.com, Matthew Shepard
has now been in hell for 2,350
days. Praise Jesus.
Jordan Kinsey
senior
Murray

Car stereos nuisance
to sleeping students

that, some people just can't handle WKMS). However, I do ask
for some courtesy. People outside your vehicles don't want to
listen to your music, and they
especially don't want to hear the
annoying bump of bass.
It is annoying to be awakened
in the night because some idiot
left his car stereo on outside. But
our concerns aside, there are
health factors to consider. Not
only are your eardrums at risk,
some studies show excessive
vibration can cause vulnerability
to puncture and thinness in body
tissues, particularly the lungs.
For your own sake and ours,
turn it down.

I have been called a young old
fogey more times than I can
count. I have little in common
with my generation and identify
more with old hippies. Perhaps
I've just been missing the point.
But the article "Advances make
sound systems better," in the
"Cruisin"' special section of The
Murray State News, gave me the
inspiration to vent.
I've never understood loud car
stereos. Don't get me wrong,
there's nothing bad about cranking it up to 11 every once in a
while. Even I've been known to
listen to "Black Dog" with the
sound reaching for 10 feet with Steven Taylor
the windows up. But why would freshman
one need powerful bass boosts or Parkers lake
other advances such as the ones
tollS
praised in the article?
For me, few things are more
annoying than walking by the
road and having my eardrums
assaulted by the loud thump of a
mega-bass boost. Even worse are
those who make this bass so
strong it rattles their car. Try to
convince me you get better
sound quality while your windows vibrate.
I'm not asking everyone to ·
abandon rock'n'roll and rap in
favor of NPR (I would never do

Write
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The nappy truth: dreadlocks untied
In M Y
Opinion

Kristen
Rankin
" 0VF.RAI.L,
YOUR HEAD
lS HAPPY
BECAUSE IT
IS BEING
LEFT ALONE

.FOR ONCE."

fewer

ing accessories and haven't

dreads.

about it. Bob Marley, reg- washes means more oil
gae sensation. and dread- which means fewer dreads.
head, had hundreds of The oil in your hair actualorganisms in his hair when ly loosens the knots so it is
he died. Gross, right? I imperative to wash them
think so, and yet I have ofteiL Thus, dreads arc no
been in the process of dirtier than any other hairbecoming a dreadhead style.
myself for several weeks.
2. Dreadlocks have a spirLet me help you under- itual history.
stand dreadlocks and let go
Dating as far back as 2500
of the stereotypes associat- B.C., dreads were worn by
ed with them.
spiritual tribes because
l. Dreadlocks are not they show a disregard for
dirty.
appearance and vanity. The
Although some people do Nazarite, Yogis and Gyanis
not take care of their were all bearers of dread·
dreads, this does not mean locks and even John the
the dreads themselves Baptist developed dreads
cause dirtiness. It actually during the course of his
means the individuals with religious life. Thus, dreaddirty dreads were already locks hav~ meaning and
dirty. Contrary to popular make a statement about
belief, you must wash nonconformity and vanity.
dreads about every three to
3. Dreadlocks arc fun.
four days, although this
I have semi-long hair and
varies according to hair after dreading it, I have had
type.
~
significantly more time for
Also, if you do not wash other activities because I
your dreads you are simply don't spend time fixing it. I
reversing the dreading no longer worry about buy-

Many people have heard

process

because

spent any money on hair
products. Plus, they feel
realty cool. Although some
people shy away from matted hair, it bas a very soft
texture and is fun to touch.
4. Dreadlocks are healthy.
If a dreadhead is consdous of his or her dreads,
they will not use any
strange substances such as
glue, toothpaste or other
mythical aids. Instead they
will use a residue-free
shampoo and no hair prod·
ucts except the occasional
bit of wax to keep the ends
intact.
Not using excessive
amounts of heat, such as
blow-drying, curling or
straightening, means your
hair is not being exposed to
damaging elements. Overall, your head is happy
because it is being left
alone for once.
5. Dreadlocks are unique,
but not exclusive.
There arc not many peopie on campus who have

makes them a unique and
interesting choice of style.
But, that does not mean
you have to be a certain
"type" of person to have
them. 1 am in the Honors
Program, a double English
and Spanish major and play
field hockey. I know stereotypes will probably never
die (although they should),
but the great thing about
living in a country as free as
ours is that you can make
any decision you want concerning your appearance.
That is your right.
Don't shy away from
something
because
it
..seems" different from you.
No one has the exclusive
right to have dreads, so go
for it if it is something you
are interested in and would
like to try.

This

obviously

Kristen Rankin is a junior
Spanish and English double
major from O'Fallon, Ill.

Message of 'Laramie' resounds with audience
In My
Opinion

Phillip
Dishon
"1

WEPT,

JUST LIKE A

Cllli.D.

I

HAD NO

CONTROL
OVI-:R IT."

I have always believed
Moments later when I
that the best journalists in entered the offices of The
the business achieved their Murray State News. the
greatness because they tears came.
never let emotion get in the
I wept. just like a child. I
way of reporting a story.
had no control over it. The
Not to say a journalist has clear streams running down
to have a heart of stone, but my face knew no end.
you can't let biases creep
I was embarrassed and
into your work. That said, ashamed, but at the same
last week, I covered the time, I felt the tears couldn't
department of theatre and have been more justified.
dance's production of "The
The story of what hap·
Laramie Project."
pened to Matthew Shepard
Having covered countless in Laramie, Wy. has always
theatre productions before, been a significant moment
I thought nothing more of in my life.
I recall my father talking
it. I'd go opening night, get
my student reaction quotes to me about what had hapand finish the article before pened to Shepard and why.
the third act.
He told me that there are
I never expected what many people in the world
happened next.
who lash out against what
As 1 left . Wilson Hall's they don't understand. He
Black Box theater for the said the people who commit
newsroom, my body began crimes like this base their
to burn.
decisions on ignorance and
I felt something strange stupidity.
coming over me.
This play just further

Handy safety tips
for Spring Break
Heading to a beautiful,
sandy beach for Spring
t Break or just to your beau·
tiful sandy-beige recliner?
Either way, the Florida
Travel and Tourist Bureau,
2000florida t rave l .com,
offers some safety tips to
stay alive and well during
your vacation.
• • While some of the tips
are helpful, some are ... not.
The first tips under the
~eading of drinking: "Don't
drink too much!

. h

lg
fro m

the
horse's
mouth.

reminded me of bow intolerance and hatred are
accepted reactions to people who are different.
So Thursday night, my
tears fell for Matthew and
the countless others who
are victimized every day
because they don't fit the
norms of society.
However, I can't honestly
say the play would have
been nearly as moving
without the outstanding
performances from every
member of the cast.
I felt the performance
deserved nothing less than
my emotional outburst.
The cast and crew's rendition of "The Laramie Project" was one of the most
powerful and moving things
I have ever seen.
The actors seemed to
bring real emotion to the
numerous characters they
each portrayed, calling
forth every conceivable

feeling to transport the
audience to the Wyoming
mountain town.
The combined talents of
everyone involved made
the experience much more
than a college play. It was
like sitting just feet away
from the men and women
who had to experience this
tragedy firsthand.
So, I fmally regained my
composure and began to
type, thinking of what a
shame it was that so few on
this campus got to experience ''The Laramie Project."
I only wish everyone
could have experienced
what I did.

Phillip Dishon is the assistant college life editor for
The Murray State News.

"Decide in advance what malfunction which W I
and how much you will cause you to be stuck with
drink."
really bad elevator music!"
Perhaps the Florida
That tip wouldn't be as
tourism officials weren't disturbing if it weren't on
taking into consideration an official state Web site.
that even though you told
Finally, under the beach
yourself you could only safety heading: "Watch out
have four drinks, after the for traffic - some beaches
fourt h one your judgment allow cars." Drowning on
could be a tad bit impaired. Spring Break would be a
Maybe if we could just shame, but at least it would
remember that first tip make sense.
we'd all be OK.
Getting run over while
Next,
under
the .sunbathing, though? Then
hotel/motel heading: "Do you'.re. just asking to ,be
not use overcrowded eleva- immortalized on brig)tt ycl·
tors - this often causes a low safety warning signs.

-

rt

'Ladylike'
women lead
borrng
• 1'.
1
~es

.V

1

.

I've never quite understood the
value our society places on a woman
being "ladylike."
A
lady
is,
according
to
dictionary.com, "a well-mannered and
considerate woman with high stan·
dards of proper behavior."
I couldn't count the number of
times rve ever been told something 1
said or did wasn't
very Ladylike. And
until quite recently,
I was always deeply
offended at the
accusation that 1
was anything other
than a perfect lady.
Just this week.
however, I came to a
pivotal realization
and breathed a sigh IIW!S:~U
of relief.
The
epiphany? Elizabeth
Being a lady is boring Cawein
as hell
Ladies don't talk candidly about sex
during Sunday brunch. especially not
at such a volume that others might be
able to hear their conversation. It is
practically unheard of for a lady to
even have sexual thoughts, much less
discuss them with others.
Ladies don't swear or drink, either,
and they'd probably never leave the
room without showering, or in jeans
they haven't washed in two weeks.
Ladies don't laugh at off-color jokes
or participate in gossip, either and
they definitely don't emit any kind of
gaseous bodily functions of any
description.
Ladies know when it is appropriate
to be seen and not heard and never
broach taboo conversation topics like
politics or religion.
So why is this being a Lady thing so
important in the first place? If I were
to embody all the aforementioned
qualities of a lady,! might as well pack
my bags and move to Stepford, where
the houses are immaculate, the din·
ners are hot and fresh and the husbands are satisfied promptly at 8 p.m.
every night.
No, thank you.
Being a lady is boring. Off-color
jokes are funny, cleaning is a pain,
swearing is entertaining and a glass of
wine every now and then is good for
you.
If I want to broach politics or reli·
gion in conversation, I will do it,
regardless of where I am or with
whom I am speaking. There is never a
time when it is only appropriate to be
seen and not heard and thus, if I have
an opinion on a matter of discussion,
you will hear it.
Does the casual use of a four-letter
word or a grin and a laugh at an inappropriate joke take you out oft he running for ladylike status?
If so, then why would you want to
be a lady? It sounds about as boring as
watching paint dry.
Luckily for us, it is no longer 1905,
and petticoats and girdles went out a
long time ago. We don't have to be.
slaves to men, we don't have to be
seen and not heard and we don't have
to be perfect examples of demure
ladyhood if we don't want to be.
Thank God.
Sure, there are ' appropriate and
inappropriate times for all types of
behavior, and it only takes a little
common sense to keep that straight.
Common sense, I've got. But please,
never accuse me of being ladylike.
Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

Of course, if your travels
take you outside the United
States. you might need
more tban a few safety tips.
Since many popular Spring
Break destinations are in
Spanish-speaking countries, try a few of these
helpful Spanish phrases:
-Socorro! ( Help! )
.-l.lama a Ia poUcial ( Call
the police! )
-Vayasel (Go away!)
-Ladron! (Thief!)
-Me han robadol (I've
been robbed!)
-Yo quier o Taco Bell! (I
want Taco Bell!)

Students, buggies
enjoy obstacles
Students wal.king through
campus Friday might have
noticed the large mounds
of rock and dirt lining the
pathways and wondered if
tiny buildings were being
constructed. No. that's too
weird. It was just a moon
buggy competition.
Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. send
tips for ••straight from the
horse's
mouth.,
to
ecawein@thenews.orx.
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Students raise money for books Campus mentoring program
designe~ ~n~

Carrie Pond

tant mug that. can be used for
run by the stuhot or cold drinks.
dents. 1 hts ts what they care
cpond@thcnews.org
"It was slow to begin with but about · the books."
is really picking up now that
Laurene Zaporozhetz, dean of
The Race for Knowledge word has gotten out," she said. University libraries. said the
committee, a student group "We have already raised money from the fund-raiser will
interested in raising money for enough to buy five books. We'll be used to buy textbooks from
the library, kicked off a fund- be raising money until the end Yankee Book Peddler, a book
raising effort to expand the of the seme'ster."
vendor that specializes in acadbook collection in Waterfield
Booth said she encourages ernie titles. YBP puts out a core
' Library.
donations because the money list of 1,000 books every acade"When (University President raised will go directly toward mic library should have in its
F. King) Alexander began the purchasing books.
collection to aid libraries in
revitalization of the library, we
"This is the way that students assessing collections.
formed a committee to help us can instantaneously help with
"Of the top 1,000 books for
raise money," said Chrissy one of the areas that really con- 2004-05, we only have 12," she
Booth, associate director of cerns them," she said. "Student said. "We are going to f:t11 in as
Development and Alumni donations inspire other alumni much as we can with the money
Affairs.
and community donors. When , we raise."
Booth said the students others see (students) putting
Zaporoz.hetz said each textdecided to hold a fund-raiser to their hearts, souls and pocket- book costs about $65 to purbuy more books because they books toward a cause. it chase.
agreed the library needed them. inspires them to donate for that
Said Zaporozhetz: "What's
"Books are the area students cause."
interesting is that instead of calfelt needed to be enhanced the
Booth said she commends the culating how much money
quickest," she said. "(The group group for their efforts.
they've raised, the students are
is) hoping to raise $10,000."
"I am so exceptionally proud calculating how many books
Booth said for every $10 con- of them because they have they have."
tribution, donors will receive a worked so hard," she said.
Visit www.thenews.orgfor full
student-designed, spill-rcsis- "(The fu nd-raiser) has been coverage of this story.
Assistant News Editor

collects donatl•ons (or
cht.ldren
1
~

Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@then('ws.org

. Big Brothers Big Sisters launched its
Campus-Community Buddy Campaign to raise $20,000 for local children involved in the program.
Roger Wcis. American Humanics
director, started the campaign in a
course during 1998.
This semester. five classes are raising about $3,000.
The Buddy Campaign is a fi nancial
campaign that recognizes contributions on five levels of donations.
"A lot of people on campus are getting involved," Weis said.
Teams raise an average of $1,000, he
said, and deans and coaches are serving as team captains.
Some fund -raising events include a
Skip-a-Thon through campus and Pie
in the Face.
The program sponsors approximately 100 children; some spend time
with a full -time mentor and some are

Head South for the c~dest beer &best burgers!

641
CLUB

in the after school program.
"I know for a fact that studies indicate lower drop-out rates, increases in
high school graduation rates and lowers (the amount oO kids getting in
fights," Weis said. ''It's a bond
between two people that completely
changes their lives."
Kelli Watson, senior from Kevil, has
been a mentor with the Big Brothers
Big Sisters program in Murray for a
year. She said the program placed her
with Monica, 8.
"It's made me be a better person
because she watches everything I do,"
Watson said.
Watson said she picks up Monica
once a week, and they usually eat dinner or see a movie. For special trips,
Watson took her to the park, fishing
and to her parents house, she said.
They talk about Monica's school and
problems with her friends, Watson
said.
"I hope I'm a positive role model in
her life," Watson said. "I hope she's
learned that education is important."

GE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
10 a.m . - 3 a.m.
(Sun. open 1 p.m.)
Pool Tournaments
Cash Prizes!

$5 pitchers Monday

Take that short drive, you will be glad you
did! We want your business--college
students are always welcome!
Every night Is a party!
located off Hwy. 641 S. • 731-247-5794

ADVERTISEMENTS WORK
(You just read this one, right?)

The Latest Spring Looks Are
HERE! At Savings of up to 30%
OFF every day! ,
PLUS BONUS BUCKS!
Bring in this coupon and
lltntflt of iolai11111t Army. lou Clft also receive
n•- banat~ 1nd •woney for coli•&•· II JOU qualify,
,au en racem 1 $21,000 Enlisrmenllo~us, $85,000
C•lltle leu ltPI'fllltlt or $18.000 from tilt Annf

You too can
become an

Army of One

II ..

SAVE$5

Wllere: Paris lltcrultlnt Stltian
Whea: MON • FRI 9 am • &pm
WW Set
IIMrultet tor dttllb

1t1J....,

To place your ad with Th e N ews,

Call 762-4478

New Spring Styles
Have Arrived!

There's
no

Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!

AUTO PARTS

222 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong.
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $2991

Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

Bus: (270) 753-6829
J!IMurray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
l70.759.3003
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Easter comes early .for children
Greeks hold
event for kids
JanetRobb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Brightly colored eggs and
prizes welcomed children
to the Alpha Delta Pi and
Sigma Phi Epsilon Easter
egg hunt Saturday.
The Greek organizations
held two hunts. One for
children 6 and younger, the
other for children 7 and
older.
"(We) started doing an
Easter egg hunt to reach out
to the community, to help
get · the
community
involved and give back to
them since they give so
much to us," Joanie Balbach, ADPi President and
junior from Louisville, said.
Balbach said there were
about 65 children who
searched fo r eggs last year.
This year only about 32
children participated.
"Wc've bad a good
turnout every year," she
said. "Easter came up early,
so I don't think too many
people were expecting it."
Other than Easter eggs
filled with candy, children
had the chance to win raffle
prizes that included water
guns, dolls and a soccer set.
"Each kid that (carne got)
to put their name in the
bucket, and, after each
hunt. two kids will win a
prize," Balbach said.
April Tinsman, resident
of Paducah, brought her

two children, Kendall. 4,
and Brielle, 18 months, and
other family members to
the event.
"We've recently moved
back here," Tinsman said.
"This is the first year that
all the kids in our family
have been able to hunt eggs
together."
•
The event was a great
idea she said.
ADPi started the Easter
egg hunt a few years ago,
but this year Sigma Phi
Epsilon also got involved.
"Some
Sig
Eps
approached us last semester wanting to help with our
Easter egg hunt," Joanie
Balbach said. "We thought
it was a good idea so it just
became a group effort.''
Aaron Dail, senior from
Kinston, N.C. and president
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, said
the fraternity members
helped stuff eggs and support the hunt.
"We filled the eggs with
all types of candy," he said.
"Wc have enough eggs to
probably suffice Murray."
Dail said it is a great
event to host for the community.
''I think we can all sit
back and remember an
Easter egg hunt we went to
and how much fun it was
(to) pick up the eggs," said
Dail. "I think the smiles on
the kid's faces is what we
really wanted to sec out
here."

Jacqueline j(lrdan/The News

Brielle Tinsman, 18 months, plays w ith the Easter Bunny at Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma Phi Epsilon's Easter egg
bunt. Children searched for plastic Easter eggs tuled with candy hidden In the Q.uad.

St. Patrick'S Day celebrated with gr~en, shamrocks
Staff Report
St. Patrick's Day.
The day of everything green and
parades galore.
But what is the history behind St.
Patrick's Day and why is it celebrated?

St. Patrick, the patron
saint of Ireland, was credited
with bringing Christianity to
Ireland.
He was enslaved at age 16,
and, during this time, St.
Patrick turned to Christianity. St. Patrick then escaped
to Britain and exper ienced a revelation in
which he was to
return to Ireland as a
missionary to convert the country

Global St. Patrick's Day

to Christianity.
After returning to Ireland. he incorpo·
rated traditional Irish rituals in his teaching of Christianity so be wouldn't eradicate native Irish beliefs. Since fire was
used to celebrate the Irish gods, St.
Patrick used a bonfire to celebrate Easter.
He also created the Celtic cross by adding
a circle to a cross to represent the sun, a
prominent Irish symbol.

Not only do America and Ireland celebrate this holiday, but so do countries like
Japan, Russia, Canada and Australia. T he
day is now associated with everything
Irish including shamrocks and anything
green and lucky.
All information provided by historychannel.com and st-patricks-day.com.

Why is it celebrated?

Leprechauns and their pots of gold at
the end of the rainbow, are commonly
associated with St. Patrick's Day.

It's celebrated on March 17 because this
is believed to be the day St. Patrick died.
In Ireland, all businesses close except
for restaurants and pubs. Many Irish citizens attend mass, since traditionally, it's a
day to offer prayers for missionaries
worldwide.
l n largely populated American cities,
the day is celebrated with parades, music,
Irish foods and drinks and the wearing of
green.
The frrst American St. Patrick's Day celebration was March 17, 1762 in New York.
Irish soldlers marched through the city
playing Irish, music to reconnect with
their roots.

Ireland's flag is green, white and orange. Green represents the native Irish,
orange represents British supporters ofWilliam of Orange who settled Northern
Ireland and white represents the peace between the two groups.
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QUAD SQUAD

by Robert Duckett

ROAD TRIPIH!

HERE THE SPECIES TESTOSTERONUS
MAXIM US IS PREPARING FOR ITS ANNUAL
SPRING MIGRATION TO THE SOUTH.
f

BUZZ Off BEFORE
I CALl ANIMAL
CON'nROL.

THEY TRAVEL IN LARGE BUT COMPACT
GROUPS AT HIGH SPEEDS.

ONCE fED. THEY BEGIN A DESPERATE
SEARCH FOR A MATE THAT IS OFTEN MET
WITH SOME RESISTANCE.

8
•Postponed
Miss Murray St at e
International
Event on March 12
was postponed

This Week
.!Thursday_
Concert
8 p.m.. Percussion

Ensemble,
free
admission, Performing Arts Hall

•Friday
Spring Break
Last day of classes
until March 27.

• Satu rdaL_
Women•s Rowing
R a.m., MSU vs.
Drake University,
Kcnlakc, Cherokee
Park/Kentucky Lake

•Sunda
Horse Show
R a.m.. AQHA Western Pleasure Horse
Show, frre admission. Expo Center

.!MPD.rut.Y_
Spring Br eak
Administrutjve
nffices oren

.!..Tuesda
Spring Break
Admini~trative

offices open

•
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~dnesday

Spring Break

• March24
Spring Break

.!Marca 2S
Baseball
Noon, MSU vs.
South~ast Missouri
State, Reagan Field
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Emerson Drive to perform at MSU March 31
Stephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org

Murray State is preparing
to welcome one of country
music's rising acts to Lovett
Auditorium.
Emerson Drive will perform March 31 along with
Murray State senior Miranda
Barnett, from Eddyville.
Nick Garvin, vice president
of the Student Government
Association and senior from
Murray, said booking the
band was a product of pure
luck and good timing.
Garvin said he attended the
National Association Campus
Activities conference in Minneapolis, where entertainers
try to get college students
and college activity boards to
book their talent.
Emerson Drive was showcased at the conference in
2004 and the band's assistant
manager, Kim Leiske, was in
attendance this year, Garvin
said.
"(We) got to know (Leiske)
on a personal level, (and) the
last day we were sitting there,
he looks' at me and goes,
'Nick, I need to find a place
that's close to Nashville
where Emerson Drive can
just have a rocking concert,"
Garvin said.
After Garvin told Leiske
Murray would be a good
place to host the concert as it
is only about two hours away
from Nashville, Garvin was
given three dates from which
to choose.

photo courtsey of emersondrive.com

Emerson Drive w Ul perform March 31 at Lovett Auditorium. Miranda Barnett, senior from Eddyville and Froggy 103's Froddyland Idol, will open for the band.
"It just worked out that way
that they (get) to come up
here, and they're just going to
get to do a great show for us,"
Garvin said ...They're still trying to get their name out
there, and we're going to
pack (Lovett).''
Garvin said ti<;kets for the
show have been selling fast.
Of the 2,200 scats available in
Lovett, nearly 1,000 are
accounted for, he said.
"A lot of people wanted a
good country concert to
come in because we haven't
had one in awhile," Garvin
said. "A lot of people are
looking forward to it."
One of the reasons tickets
have been sell ing so well is
the price. Garvin said.
Tickets are $5 for students
and $8 for the general public.

Q~CJ'-__,/~

( dfo.oli W.h.o.f A ?1Rw .]..oA SJ:vWu/1
• New Scrapbooking Supplies

/Jt

•Dottie Potts Pottery Creations

)

• Handbag Nightlights & Lamps
• "GoArounds" For Your Heels &
Toes... Covered by Bows!

•

~Wild.R~
~Main S.!:-:.!.:3-0859

In today's market concert
tickets usually go for about
$50.
"There's not a show with
this caliber performance anywhere, wher e you can get
tickets for that much right
now," he said. "We're able to
offer it. We want to bring all
(these events) in for students
(and) we're able to get ticket
(costs) down because we
want students to come to it."
Garvin said he doesn't
believe that audience turnout
will be affected since the concert is the week after Spring
Break.
"You can't even get lunch
for $5, so I don't think that it
will be that big of a deal."
Garvin said.
Garvin said the c rowd
should be bigger because the

weekend following the con- one who would be able to
cert is the Miss MSU scholar- open the show.
ship pageant and the pageant
He said the first person
contestants will be show- wh o came to mind was Barcased during the concert.
nett because she is a student,
"We've worked something has opened for other country
out and (the contestants are) acts, such as Montgomery
probably going to be up on Gentry, and was Froggy 103
stage, just to get them known radio station's Froggyland
too," Garvin said. "A lot of Idol.
people are coming out to supGarvin said the audience
port them, (like their) family ·can expect an high-energy
and friends, because it's not performance.
"A lot of people have heard
often you get to go on stage
and rock out with a country of them, a lot of people
band."
remember them, but if they
Jodi Martin, Campus Activ- go see them, they're going to
ities Board Miss MSU Schol- be hooked," Garvin said.
arship Pageant chairperson "This band is just really taland senior from Marion, said ented, and it's just a non-stop
the chance for the pageant show they're going to have.''
participants to be on stage is
Garvin said to expect anyan amazing opportunity.
thing from the live show.
"I think it reflects how the
"A rumor is going around
SGA and CAB feel about this that the 31st is going to be a
pageant and the character of historic night for Emerson
the girls that they asked them Drive and all of {its) fans,"
to participate," Martin said.
Garvin said.
Martin said she is excited
He said the band, which,
for the participants because it according to its official Web
offers an unique way for the site has won nu merous
women to be honored.
awards for outstanding group
"I would like to think that it vocals, migh t be visited by
allows people to see that the Teddy Gentry, from th e
women in the pageant are not country group Alabama, pro(all) Greek and come from ducer Josh Leo, the band's
different organlzations on main manager, Gerry Leiske,
campus," Martin said. "I hope and oth er big names in the
that people will come out and recording industry while at
see them."
the Murray State perfo rThe opening act, Murray mance.
State student Miranda Bar"You have no idea what
nett, will be an added bonus might happen at this show,"
for those who attend the Garvin said. "If you're a fan of
show.
country music or music in
Garvin said he was called general, this is going to be a
and asked if he knew of some- rad night."
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Fo171Ull Wear, Limousines and Vans
304 Main St. • Muttay • 759·5000

1

1-888-367-6757

www.mrjsladyjs.com

ALPHA Pin AlPHA F~IERNIIY INC.

ALPHA SI'EP OFF 2005

Tannjng & St-orage Aental

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Hours

~-'lllurs.

•

8 a.m. · 10 P.m.
Fri. & Sat.

Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anniversarie3
1-888·FOR MRJS
Toll Free Nationwide
l-888-9LUXURY

J)

lEON B~&C:H

COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS

8 a.m. · 9 P.M.
Closed SlWidiDI

1·888·958-9879

753-3333
753-3853

WANTED!

CARS TO WORK ON
COME TO BRANDON'S AND GET
THESE FREE SERVICES:
FREE Brake Inspection

FREE Anti-Freeze Check

FREE Check Engine Light Diagnosis

FREE Exhaust System Check

FREE Belts & Hoses Inspection

FREE Front End Components Check

FREE Check for All Struts & Shocks

FREE Check of All Tires & Pressure

(Exp. 4-30-05; Must Present Coupon) Please Call For on Appointment

~[I]UJ

Brandon
Cadillac • Pon tiac • Bu ick

~[!]UJ

1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray • (270) 753-5315 • (800) 455-5315
www.brondonoutoworld .com

FOR PICIURES AND COVERAGE

VISIT

s

April 1 is the
priority f i ling date
for student financial
aid applications for
2005-2006 requesting
grants (non-re payable),
loans, and / or
student employment.

APPl W IODAW!!!
Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Ball
Basement
or www . murraystate . edu/secsv/financial/applications . htm
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Moon buggies converge at Murray State
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thencws.org

Craters and lunar surfaces were traversed and
conquered Saturday, not on
the moon. but on the campus of Murray State.
Six area high schools participated in the 2005 Western Kentucky Regional
Moon Buggy Competition,
and tested the moon buggy
models they designed and
constructed.
"We sent out information
to all of the regional high
schools, telling them about
the event," said James
Rogers, professor of physic.c;
and engineering. "In order
for them to participate, they
had to turn in a proposal
outlining their estimated
cost for building it."
An $8,000 grant from the
Kentucky Space Grant Con-

sortium enabled the Uni- enough to navigate the
versity to put on the event. mock lunar surfaces.
Sixty percent of that grant
The three-fifths of a mile
went directly to the partici- course, based on one at the
pating schools giving each Marshall Space Flight Cenof them $500 to build their ter in Huntsville, Ala., feamoon buggy.
tured 16 obstacles made out
The moon buggy compe- of gravel, tires and wood
tition was designed to teach and went through the heart
high school students about of campus.
engineering and technoloThe course was challenggy, but Rogers said it does ing said Zachary Tynes,
participant from Graves
much more.
"This event gave students County High School.
experience, and it really
"The course was a lot
gave them inspiration to harder than we expected,"
work and try to solve prob- he said.
Although Tynes and his
lems," Rogers said.
The participating schools team experienced some
bad many obstacles to over- struggles al<;>ng the course
come initially because the because of steering probmoon buggies had to meet lems, he said he had a great
time.
several requirements.
Each team was allowed
Although the moon buggies could be made out of two' attempts at the course,
any material, they had to be giving them a chance to
pedal-powered, fit in a 4-by- solve and flX mistakes they
4-by-4 cube and be strong made in their first run.

"What I love most about
this event is seeing the
smiles on the students and
to see the struggles that
they have to go through,"
Rogers said.
The event was a learning
experience for participating
high school students and for
Murray State volunteers.
It took about 50 volunteers. Rogers said, host the
event.
Bekah Carmichael, senior
from Fort Campbell, volunteered as part of a Hester
College Bridge program.
"We decided to help with
this event because we wanted to do something dealing
with
technology,"
Carmichael said.
Twelve Hester College
residents volunteered for
the event.
The event
provided
Carmichael with an opportunity to get acquainted

Michael Mclaurine/Tile New.•
Eddie Cunningham and Jennifer Bradley, students
from CarsWe County High School, race their moon
bugy over gravel hills at the 2005 Western Kentucky
Regional Moon Buggy Competition Saturday.
with the moon buggy models.
"This is all really new to
me," Carmichael said.
"There are so many different models out here, and it
is amazing the things that
these kids know."

Five of the six high school
teams used this event as
practice. They will now
compete in the national
competition held April 8 in
Huntsville. Murray State's
team will also participate in
the competition.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

I. Massacre
50 Cent
2. Rebirth
Jennifer Lopez
3. In Between Dreams
Jack Johnson
4. Frances the Mute
The Mars Volta
S. The Documentary
The Game

1. Robots

L CandyShop
50 Cent featuring Olivia
2. Boulevard of Broken
Dreams
Green Day
3. Let Me Love You
Mario
4. HowWeDo
The Game featuring SO Cent
5. Disco lnfemo
50 Cent

L The Notebook

2. The Pacifier
3. Be Cool
4. Hostage
S. Hitch

Source: Billboard.com

Source: movies/nytimes.com

l~rcsh .

-(.Pizza! Get \'our

Source: Billboard.com

• Books

LHoneymoon
James Patterson and Howard
2. Shark Tale (wldescreen) Roughan
2. The Rising
3. Shark Tale (pan and Tim LaHaye and Jerry B.
scan)
Jenkins
3. Impossible
4. Saw (widescreen)
Danielle Steel
4. The Broker
S.Ray
John Grisham
S. TheDa Vlnd Code
Dan Brown

1-lot Pizza ..."'"
ttheraputic }Vfassage

Large Pizza- Up To 10 Toppings
only...

happy-easter.com
This Web site is full of
ideas for Easter. Anything
from crafts to greeting
cards. Click on the joke egg
to read Easter jokes and on
the features egg to learn
about the origins of Easter.
The facts egg includes information about easter eggs
and where the custom of
giving and receiving eggs
comes
from.
Source: nytimes.com

Source: Blllboc1rd.com

Delivered Right To Your Door!

\Ve Deliver 7
Days A Week!
4 p.m. - Close

• Web site

$8.99

Must Present Coupon

.

16081 IWY 121 N. rJfdP/155

167-0045
Call for an appointment

Cjift Certificates Available
~State Line Western World, Inc~
'f
Shopping Center
·
'f
............, Teca. T......,
feed, Pro 1101111 E.-t

70~ Ma111 St HWY. 6o( l
Hazel KY 42049

www s!Atelinewesternworld com
..-.. ::.ta_tet....-.!OtnOcs.oom

- l l a i ', YII'tllllw

Ezell's

Larry & Lynda Wan!

Bany Ward
BUS: 270-492-6144
FAX: 27().492-6248

Cosmetology '
SchooJ

MAIN STREET MUSIC
2 10 .i\1aiu Street

AND ELECTRIC

AMPS -KfYBOAROS AND MOlE

5

Hours: Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday Noon-4 p.m.

.

I

ll<niE <>F TilE SPE<:JAI , BEAN Rtn.L
UNIQUE MmcAN FooD • Dw SANDWICHES
c~ s•~ew.s s•a..tos • SOUPs • JlADBQm

.

Look your best from head to toe with
hairstyles, highlighting,
manicures, and pedicures!

Come In for a new look!
504 Maple St. • 753-4723
Mon. • Fri. 8a.m. • 2:30p.m.
Classes avatloble In Cosmetology & lnstruclot Tralnmg

• Treatment of Eye
Infections

PC DOCTOR

• Walk-Ins Welcome

I'M SICK

753•5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. noups

~?

MSU Students
Receive 10% discount!

MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses

*)

w. Payne

I

Is your super fast computer
running slow? Does it take
all day for your computer
to boot up? Is your computer slow going from webpage to webpage?

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

Guccl
kate spade

R A L P H Armani
RALPH lAUREN

Tommy Hilfiger

BURBERRY Valentino

..Quality Eyecare for the
Entire Family . ..

PC DOCTOR
Murray,~

270-226-9577

the_pcdoctol@charter.net
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Local bands play at The Stables
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
i!Jields@thencws.org

Ryan Whittaker has
always been afraid of horror movies, so some people
had a hard time understanding why he chose to establish The Dishwashers as a
horror rock band.
"By being a rocker, I am
able to embrace my fears
though music," said Whittaker, senior from Sparks,
Nev.
Whittaker moved to Murray from Nevada to be closer to his younger brother,
but brought The Dishwashers with him.
The band is actually
named after his older brother, who paid for its first
. album by working two jobs,
one of which was washing
dishes.
"It's a tribute to him and
to all of the working lower
class," Whittaker said.
Since horror rock is not
one of the more popular
types of music in Murray,
many students do not know
what it sounds like.
"I would say it is straight
rock 'n' roll with funny

Michael Mcl.1urine/ f hc• Ne11,

Ryan Whittaker , senior
from Sparks, Nev., plays
gutiar during The Dishwashers concert Friday.
T h e DANCE-tigat o rs!!!
also p erformed at The
St ables. Bo th groups
often p lay ben efit concerts for Mur ray St at e
organizat ions.

songs about vampires, Dishwasher performance in
Frankenstein and zombies," December 2004.
Whittaker said.
It is not uncommon for
Other than lyrics. about fans to see different memscary movie characters, bers on stage at every perWhittaker said the band is formance because Whittak·
different for a few reasons.
er rotates performers with
"We have a theatrical per- the different seasons, but
formance within our show," Turner said he is going to
he said. "Sometimes some- play the drums with them
one breathes fire, but every- for as long as he can.
one always has fun."
Whittaker even plans to
Song titles reflecting the fly Turner to Japan for 2- 4
horror rock theme include weeks this summer for The
"Frankenstein is Tired," Dishwashers Japan Tour.
"Monsters in My Closet" The tour will be the band's
and one of the band's most first international tour, but
well-known songs, "Horror the band members are not
Story."
strangers to the ways of the
Tom Phillip, junior from roads.
Sedalia, said "Horror Story"
In addition to two nationis his favorite and thinks the al tours, the Dishwashers
band saves it for last in the have two seven-inch releasshows because it is a good es, two record labels and a
full- length release on Dee
finale.
"I just really liked it Minus Records. Whittaker
because it is so different said the most exciting
from other music, other accomplishment was persongs, I have heard," Phillip forming at CBGB, an undersaid.
ground club in New York
"Different" is a word that City, where they were
flows easily from the fan's filmed to be part of a movie
mouths as they try to called "Finding Heaven."
explain The Dishwashers'
Along with its accolades,
music, lyrics and perfor- students like Carrie Hommances.
mert, junior from KirkBrittany
Huchinson, wood, Mo., have said The
sophomore from Symsonia, Dishwashers are quickly
struggled to fmd the right becoming part of Murray
words to portray the band. 'State.
"You can't really describe
"They usually play for a
it (the music)," she said. lot of benefits, including the
"It's just really fun and real· benefit for the Women's
ly loud."
Center last month," said
Whittaker asked Andrew Hommert. "They are really
Turner to play with his good entertainers who have
band after they met at a found something they are

Monday

Thesday

Wednesday

MARTINI
MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

$1.50 MARGARITAS
From 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer

75¢BUDBEER

6 Miller Lite Long Necks

1From. 6

1 '

I

)">' r

1

•fi

p.m. • ~lo~e

1

CIDCAGO STYLE
PIZZA

9 p.m. - close

What's your scholarship?

really good at."
Another group on the rise
and equally supportive of
local charities is known as
the DANCE-tigatorsl!l
Josh Fulkerson, junior
from Owensboro, Andrew
Wigging, junior from Paducah, and Paul Lantvit, freshman from Chicago, are
known around Murray State
as "the guys in the purple
jumpsuits."
However, they take their
dancing much more seriuously than their costumes.
Fulkerson recreated the
idea of a dancing group
when he saw a group, who
no longer exsists, called
"We Came to Dance" on
campus back in 2002.
"We really are all about
dancing," Fulkerson said.
"That and raising money for
a good cause."
The DANCE-tigatorslll
donate aU of the money
they collect through perfomances and merchandise
sales to either Herfer International, The United Negro
College Fund, or the Tsunami Relief.
The group lives for crowd
participation and loves it
when large groups of people dancing together.
"Life's always better if
you're dancing, so why
not," said Andrew Wigging.
The next benefit the
DANCE-tigators!!l
will
appear at will be the Recycle Rally on March 28.

For more photographs,
visit www.tbcnews.org.

Ih:w:sday

$10

OYSTER NIGHT
50¢ Oysters on the
Halfshell

9 p.m. · close

4 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Interested in attending
graduate school for your Ph.D.?
The McNair Scholars Program can help you get ahead of the competition!
The McNair Program prepares MSU students in all disciplines to be successful by
providing the following services:

• A paid, faculty-mentored undergraduate research. scholarly, or creative project.

• Free ORE preparation workshops, tutoring and personal assistance.

• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.

• Special graduate school application fee waivers.

Eligibility requirements and an application fonn can be found online at:

bttp:Ucampus.murraystate.edulseryjces/ursa/mcnair
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Science
Bldg.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.

Visit www. thenews.org

Friday, April 8,2005

Program funded by the
U.S. Department of

TRiO

ti'O,_.AI.O

powered by:

Education

......

(

McNAIR

,.0 I T • • A CCI' LA U II C oU l
ACNIIVIMINT ttao•a"M

....... p- J'!
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SPORTS

Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Iknfro

Phone: 762-4481

Last minute
NCAA Tourney
bracket advice
As readers take in this first line, I
am either A) still sleeping or B)
watching the NCAA Tournament.
Eating may come in there somewhere, but, other than those three
. things, my life is temporarily on hold.
Nothing is better than March Madness, as I am addicted to Bryce Drew,
Richard Hamilton and Christian
Lacttneresque heroics flashing across
my television screen.
While most of the madness lies in
the tournament games, for people in
office pools everywhere, the madness is in the actual selection of what
teams move on and which go home.
So if anyone out there is having last
minute roadblocks in t11ling out this
year's bracket, I'm here to offer some
free advice.
For
starters,
there
is
Louisville. Obviously, someone
has a personal
vendetta against
Pitino and the
Cards
because
there is no way
this
team
deserved a four
seed.
Louisville has
only won 23 out
Nathan
of its last 25 Clinkenbeard
games, and the
Sports Editor
Cards have won
nine of its last 10 games, including the
Conference USA Tournament. The
Cards also are fourth in both polls
and sit 12th in the RPI.
Pick Louisville to advance at least
to the Sweet 16 past Georgia Tech
because of the snub by the selection
committee.
Who's going to be the first No. 1
seed to lose? The consensus is Washington, and I tend to move with the
West Coast bias. However, the
Huskies are no slouch and North
Carolina and Duke will have to worry
about potential Sweet 16 matchups.
In terms of Cinderella teams in the
6/11 and 5/U matchups, I like the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
True, I don't want to see former Murray State coach Mike Gottfried go
down, but his Alabama team could be
in danger. Old Dominion has been a
dominant team and is a strong pick,
and UTEP is my favorite choice for
an No. ll seed to move on.
Potential matchups are heavy in
this year's bracket, and the selection
committee had to be smiling with the
bracket they created. Roy Williams is
on a collision course to play his former team Kansas in the Elite Eight,
Duke could meet Kentucky in the
Elite Eight. Kentucky could even play
Cincinnati, a team they refuse to face,
in the second round.
On ESPN, every expert picked
North Carolina to go to the Final
Four, so maybe I'm not a so-called
expert because I have no sign of Tar
Heel blue in my Final Four selections.
Kansas, along with the players Roy
Williams ditched, will send their former coach packing en route to the
national championship.
Kansas will beat Duke, Illinois will
beat Wake Forest in the Final Four,
and Kansas will win the title over the
Fighting Illini in St. Louis.
Let the madness begin.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Pitcher clings
to perfect mark
as team·loses 2
Nathan Clinkenbeard

inning comeback against Akron's
closer Derek Stanfield.
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
Junior designated hitter Chaz
Ebert, senior left fielder Clint
Senior pitcher Craig Kraus had Griggs, junior catcher Dustin
another winning performance Hennigar and senior third baseSaturday but was the lone bright man Alex Stewart continued
spot in Murray State's weekend their torrid hitting, going a comseries loss against the University bined 6-for-13.
of Akron.
Sunday's series finale saw the
Kraus worked seven innings 'Breds pound out 10 hits and
and allowed two runs as the seven runs, and junior pitcher
'Breds (10-6) won the first game Matt Scalfani allowed just three
of Saturday's doubleheader 5·3. earned runs. The problem for
After the win, Kraus remains Scalfani was the lack of defense
undefeated with four wins under behind him, responsible for six
his belt.
unearned runs in his 2-2/3
Head Coach Rob McDonald innings pitched.
loves Kraus' tenacity when he is
For the game, the 'Breds tallied
on the mound and said his senior five errors and Rob McDonald
pitcher usually finds ways to win said the plethora of errors is
games no matter how he feels.
hopefully a one-time ordeal.
"Craig is a very accomplished
"We don't expect to make five
college pitcher, he throws four errors in a game," McDonald
different pitches for strikes and said. "We do expect to be a good
he is a fierce competitor," defensive team. Sometimes those
McDonald said. "He's a competi- things happen in baseball, and so
tor even when he doesn't have I'm not going to panic about that.
his best stuff and he finds a way It was just a bad day defensively;
to pitch effectively. He's a leader normally we make those plays."
by· example."
Sophomore center fielder
Kraus struggled in his first Tyler Pittman went 4-for-5, scorinning of work, giving up four ing one run while driving in two.
straight singles to the visiting His four-hit performance upped
Zips and allowing one run. From his average to 321 for the season.
there, the Louisville native setAkron's starter Tony Samad
tled down and scattered five hits got the win giving up three runs,
and one run over his final six and Derek Stanfield got the save
innings.
f9r his second in two days.
Senior pitcher Jon Ross Shel- ' Ohio Valley Conference play
ton nailed down the final six begins March 25 with a doubleAkron hitters, striking out five; header at home against Southfor his second save of the season. east Missouri State.
Three of the five runs scored
McDonald looks forward to
by the Thoroughbreds were dri- OVC play as key non-conference
ven in by sophomore second wins have given his team confibaseman Seth Hudson, despite dence.
Hudson not collecting a single
"We are confident if we come
hit. Two of his RBI's came off ready to play and play like we
sacrifice flies, while the other can that we can beat anybody,"
came off a fielder's choice in the McDonald said. ''Our feeling is
eighth inning for the final 'Breds we want to win every game in
run.
the conference. If we lose a
In the second game, junior game, we want to win every
pitcher Billy Fares had a 4-2 lead game after that."
Results from the Thoroughgoing into the second inning, but
surrendered back-to-hack two breds game against No. 8 Vanrun innings to the Zips as the derbilt on Wednesday were not
'Breds lost 6:5.
available at presstime.
Fares gave up all six runs on 13
The 'Breds travel to the Unihits to even his record at 2-2. The versity of South Alabama for a
offense stranded eight baserun- three-game series beginning Friners and could not mount a final day.
Sports Editor

photos by Rashod Taylor/Tile News

Freshman shortstop jM~ P$r£O~ t4Jq~ tq:_~ base for
an out in the first game ofthe ~BredS doubleheader with Akron.

Akron's shortstop Doug Kruthaupt attempts to complete the
double play as senior third baseman Alex Stewart slides.

Women's golf team drops match in Alabama
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhenggl!<ivthenews.org

The women's golf team
competed Monday and
Tuesday in the Chris Banister Classic in Gadsden,
Ala.
The women took home
second place, falling only
to the host Jacksonville
State Gamecocks, while
posting a t~am score of
955.
Jacksonville State won
the tournament by 12

strokes with a score of
943.
Head Coach Vcivet
Milkman said her team's
performance is a positive
sign of things to come in
terms of vying for the
Ohio Valley Conference
crown,
despite
the
women finishing as runner-ups.
"This
performance,
even though we didn't
win, will boost us to the
level wr: need to be at to
win the OVC," Milkman
said. ''It's a step in the

right direction, and as we
build on this performance, we should have
no problem competing
for the title this year."
The Racers placed
three golfers ~n the top 10,
including senior Nikki
Orazinc. whose score of
231 was tied for the lowest
overall.
Senior Santie Koch also
had a strong performance, placing fifth overall with a three-round
total of 237.
Sophomore Ilka Loub-

ser rounded out Murray
State's top 10 members,
placing seventh with a
final score of 247.
The victorious Gamecocks were led by three
players who finished in
the top five, including
Mercedes Huarte, who
tied Orazine for the lowest score of the two-day
event.
The two players tied for
the lowest score broke
the stalemate by competing in a playoff hole, won
by Huarte.

Each member of the
team placed in the top 25
with junior April Steenbergen taking 15th and
sophomore Chiisti Baron
placing 25th.
Baron said despite the
non-ideal golf conditions
in Alabama she was
happy with the team's
performance.
"I'm proud of how we
played,"
Baron said.
"The course and the conditions were really difficult, and as a team we all
performed really well."

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
, Today: CBS@ 11 a.m.-4 & 6-11 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
NCAA Tourney: First Round
Friday: CBS@ 11 a.m.-4 & 6-11 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
NCAA Tourney: First Round

~=~·----~~~~jL~-=-~-·==-===~~----------------------------------------------------

Saturday: CBS @ noon-9 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
NCAA Tourney: Second Round
Sunday: CBS @ 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
NCAA Tourney: Second Round

Murray State Events

Today: M Tennis @ 2 p.m.
Bennie Purcell Courts
Tennessee St. at Murray St.
Friday: Baseball@ 6 p.m.
Reagan Field
Murray St. at South Alabama

Saturday-Sunday: Women's Golf
Citrus Springs, Fla.
El Diablo Intercollegiate
Saturday: W Rowing @ 9 a.m.
Ledbetter Bay in Kentucky Lake
Drake at Murray St.
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Seagull becomes
catch of the day
on fishing outing

photos by Ricky Agostin!The New5

Junior Stefon Culberson, from Gulfport, Miss., lifts weights Tuesday afternoon as the Racer football team prepares for 2005.

DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@theni!Ws.org

The Murray State football team played its fmal
game of the 2004 season
roughly four months ago,
but that docs not mean
the players and coaches
quit working and improving.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio knows there is
nothing like the duties
during the season, but the
off-season also requires
substantial time investment.
"There . is nothing like
the season because those
are at least 14-hour days,''
Pannunzio said. "The offseason is not as bad, but I
usually am in (the office)
at 5:30 a.m. and get home
around 6 p.m."
The players do not have
it much easier. In addition
to the daily school workload, the players participate in strength and conditioning workouts.
On Monday and Friday,
the players get up at 6
a.m. to workout. Tuesday
and Thursday feature

Members of the football team do high knee drills In the weight room at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The Racers are conditioning for the upcoming season.
agility drills. Monday and said. "The kids have been recruiting class for 2005.
Wednesday afternoons working hard."
"I'm excited about the
the players participate in
Joining the team are new players and we really
games to build team nine of the Racers' new filled some needs," Pancamaraderie.
recruits.
Pannunzio nunzio said. "We filled
Some of the players are recruited a total of 14 some needs on the defcnalso learning karate to players. but only nine of sive side. the offensive
help improve individual them are currently work- line and at the wide
balance.
ing out with the team. receiver position."
"The different work: The other five will begin
Each year, some players
outs the players do keeps practicing with the team are lost to graduation and
the kids on routines and in August.
new faces join the team.
Pannunzio was pleased Among the players lost to
builds a sort of family
atmosphere,'' Pannunzio with
the
incoming graduation are tight end

Jimmy St. Louis, defensive end Marcus White
and cornerback Laroni
Gallishaw.
Recently, all three players have performed for
NFL scouts in various
workouts. White became
the first Racer to participate in the prestigious
Senior Bowl held in January.
St. Louis ran the 40yard dash in 4.57 seconds
in his workouts for NFL
scouts, one of the fastest
recorded times for a tight
end in this year's NFL
Draft.
"There are some scouts
looking at White and he
has the size to play in the
NFL," Pannunzio said.
"All three players have a
chance to be in an NFL
camp.''
The team has an early
test on next season's
schedule as the Racers
open its season with a
game at Mississippi State
Sept. 3.
Junior running back
Nick Turner transferred
from the Bulldogs and
will face his former team
for the first time.

Jacksonville sun shines bright on men's golf team
Staff Report
In the opening match of the
men's golf team's south road
swing, the Racers used the
momentum of a first round best
score of 280 to win the NorthSouth Intercollegiate in Jacksonville, Fla.
The men's score of280 was the
best score posted in the Butler
University-sponsored tournament held at the Jacksonville
Beach Golf Course

Bethune-Cookman stood four
shots behind the Racers but
could not mount a charge and
faded in the second round to finish third with a total score of 580
in the two rounds.
Murray State shot a second
round score of 288 to finish with
a 10-shot lead of 568 over Jacksonville University.
Sophomore Michael Craft,
from Paducah, stole the show firing a tournament-best 6-under
par 66 in the opening round.

Jacksonville Beach Golf Course
is a par-72, 6407 yard course.
Craft used his final round 2under par 70 for a total score of
136 to take the individual title by
five strokes. Junior teammate
Jamie Frazier and Bethune-Cookmao's Carl Corbin finished tied
for second
Frazier, from Glasgow, shot a
69 and 72 in his two rounds. but
lost to Corbin in a tiebreaker for
second place.
Junior Kyle Shirley, from

Fountain Run, placed fourth with
a total of 142, one shot behind
second and third place.
junior Will Cox rounded out
the Racer competitors in the top20 shooting a 149 for the two
rounds.
Tournament host Butler University fmished eighth, 60 shots
behind Murray State.
The Racers stay in Florida for
the EJ Diablo Intercollegiate in
Citrus Springs, Fla. on Saturday
and Sunday.

You know it's fishing season when
everywhere you look, a man is working on a boat. Every year around February men begin to buy new tackle,
work on fixing their motors and
make sure everything is in order for
the long fishing days ahead. This is
also about the same time you start to
hear all the fishermen's lies about
how big of a fish they caught. Who
needs to lie though when you catch
one big surprise?
It all began when my dad, his
buddy and I went on the usual fishing
trip. We left on a Friday afternoon
and stayed the night at our cabin on
Kentucky Lake. Wc awoke the next
morning around 4:30 and stopped at
a small diner to grab a bite to eat and
to get some bait. Then we were off
for another spectacular fishing day.
We put our boat in, headed for our
lucky fishing hole and set out our
poles.
While my dad
and his friend
fished at the
front of the boat
with 10 poles, I
was stuck in the
back of the boat
with four poles. I
had two poles
beside me, one
to my left and
one to my right,
and two rodJon
and-ree l s
Holden
trolling along
Contnbuting
behind me with Outdoor Columnist
bobbers. I sat
and stared at my poles for a while.
Nothing was happening. My dad and
his friend had been catching fish all
morning, but I couldn't get a bite to
save my life.
As you know, after sitting for a
while in a boat rocking with the
water's motion and not getting any
bites, you start to doze off.
That is exactly what 1 did. My dad
hollering that I had a big bite awakened me. Startled, I stood up and
jerked my pole forward to set the
hook. To my surprise, a seagull was
at the end of my pole and heading
toward the water fast. Still not convinced a bird was on the end of my
pole, I started reeling what I thought
was my ftsh into the boat. Then the
seagull, bobber and my line began to
fly up in the air and away from the
boat.
After I realized I had somehow
caught a seagull with a fishing pole, I
began to gently bring the bird into
the boat.
This is when my dad's buddy began
hollering that if the bird was brought
into the boat, he was going out the
other side.
As the bird got closer to the boat, it
flew straight toward my dad's buddy.
and he hit the deck of the boat. Then
he began to holler out, "get that bird
away from me."
Once the bird was in the boat, I was
able to restrain it. Then I began
working to get the bird free of the
fishing line. Once I got the line from
around the seagull, I noticed one of
its wings was injured.
I looked around for something to
fix the wing, but all we had was tissue and some duct tape. I wrapped
the bird's wing with the tissue and
taped the tissue down with duct tape
to stop the bleeding. After I was
done, the bird flew froq1 my hands
and out of sight.
For all you dedicated anglers out
there, beware this fishing season
because you ~ever know what you
might catch. Remember, if you can
help it, never dose off while fishing
in the boat. and duct tape can fix anything.

Christian Community Church

Contempowry Worship, Bible Based Teaching
WELCOME! You Arc Invited
Jim Stuart. Pastor

Cek>bratlon Senlicea
SUNDAY 10:30 A M

Live Oaks
Apartments
1, 2, & 3 bedroom
$100 deposit
6 months lease
Debbie Siress, manager
906 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, KY • 753-8221

I6th&~le.

HOME (270) 753-9295
C~(270)29~7

Murrey KY

t.

llm.6twrt®murmystata.edu

A m erica 's Church Q.(God
Come enjoy our

sign langauge team perform.
March 20 at 5 p .m.
270-29.~-7790

www.amerkascog.org

To advertise in the Church Directory,
call 762-4478.

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I CouPOn rrust be JliOSOnted tor redemptron.

L------ ---C 2005 Bkxibuster loc.

I
I
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Women's rowing team
prepares for first races
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

Training never ends for a
team always looking to
become better. T he women's rowing team ended the
fall season with a bang and
plans to begin the spring
the same way.
Cold weather and windy
days are not the most per·
feet conditions for the
women, but despite it all,
they are practicing somehow, somewhere everyday.
Junior Lindsey Flowers has
been a part of the training
through the winter.
"The team uses ergometers or rowing machines to
simulate being on the
water," Flowers said. "We
also lift weights at the wellness center and went to
Louisiana for a training
trip."
Head Coach Bill McLean
uses every practice opportunity the team gets.
"In the winter we try to
build endurance because
competition in the spring is
shorter
distance,"
a
McLean said. "Ideally, we
do about 20,000 to 25,000
meters on the water, which
is about 16 to 20 miles a
day."
Flowers said the team
lifts an average of three
days a week and ergs six
days a week. Recently, the
rowers have been on the
water to get experience
needed for the spring season.
"At the end of February,
we moved into the part of
the season where we try to
practice on the water
often," Flowers said.
The team has been concentrating on shorter distances but more practices,

photos by Ricky AgostmiTiw New~

Freshman Brenden McKenzie, from Louisville, sets
to a teammate Monday at the wellness center.

Flowers said. With only
one day a week off, usually
for rest, the rowers are constantly on the move.
"On a given day, we'll
warm up and go into five
minute pieces at maximum
effort about five times,"
McLean said. "The next
day we'll do a 90 minute
steady-state row of about
20 miles.''
The Racers' first race is
Saturday with Drake University in Aurora.
"Every practice is the
same, we work hard and
really want to beat Drake,"
Flowers said. "We haven't
beat Drake since I've been
here, but every year we get
a little closer."
By making the improvements it needs, the team is
hoping to start the season
off on the right foot.
McLean said the team has
made great strides to close
the gap between the Racers
and Drake.
"Drake has been on the
water two weeks longer
than we have. so they're at
a
slight advantage,''
Mclean said. "If we keep
our minds about ourselve-s
and row aggressively, I
think we can tal<e the win.''

Intramural volleyball
begins spring season
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

With a new season comes
a new intramural sport.
Volleyball is now the
biggest sport among students of independent,
sorority, fraternity and re~
idential college teams.
Last week marked the
begin'ning of the season for
all teams in these divisions.
Like football and basketball, volleyball is divided
into the same divisions and
played throughout the season as league games, until
the tournament arrives.
Caleb Watters, senior
Sigma Chi from Fults, Ill.,
said his team practices
about once a week to get
ready for games.
"We practice the fundamentals of volleyball for a
better chance to win each
'

game," Watters said. "We
try to get the bump, set,
spike play down so we have
a pattern to follow."
In men's volleyball, Elizabeth College, Regents College and Hart College all
lead the standings with a
record of 3-0.
Alpha Sigma Phi leads the
fraternity division at 2-0
and Lambda Chi Alpha and
Sigma Phi Epsilon follow at
1-0.
"Volleyball is a fun intramural sport because you
don't have to be the best to
compete," Wattets said.
"It's a chance for people
who aren't at the collegiate
athletic level to play sports
at Murray State."
Senior Alpha Sigma Phi,
Mikey Moreland from Versailles. attributes his team's
undefeated record to playing scrimmages before
games and having a posi-

tivc attitude about each
game.
"We take the games seriously, but we have a good
time, win or lose," Moreland said. "Playing for the
fraternity is especially fun
this season because we're
doing really well even with
the loss of several key players.''
In the women's residential college division, Hester
College leads at 3-0, trailed
closely by Richmond College, Regents College and

Hart College aU at 2-1.
Alpha Gamma Delta leads
the sorority division at 2-0,
with Alpha Omicron Pi at 10 and Sigma Sigma Sigma at
1-1.
The women's independent division is lead by
BWA and Richmond College at 2-0, nnd Hart College follows at 2-1.
Watters said: "Throughout the season the competi·
tion vtill get better, and
every team will attempt to
perform well and win."

The Purple Building
Leeder Bottom
HWY 45 & 1241

Must be 21
Mon.-Sat. 5p.m.-la.m.
534-0333 • 293-2069

FOR

SALE

Like new donn or office mrlgerator.
$4~53-1176._ _
_ _ _ _ __
Wolfi Tann1ng Bed~ "Affordable •con·
venient. Tan at horne. Paymenb from
$29/month. rRff Color Catalog. Cilll
Todo:1y 1-800·642-BOS
Aluminum llorse Trailers- 3 year unlimIted warranty (Including roof) \tolrting at
$5,999 tC> luxury Jiving quarters. 100%
financing availabl..'. Sale~ and St•rvic:e
call Scott, 1·888-781·1000
~- ~----

SawmillS- 52,(,95 -lumbcrMat~lOOO &
Lumb(•rLIIc>-24. Non.vood lndustrie'
also manufactures utility ATV att.1chments, log $kidders, portable hoard
edg~rs
and for~!Stry equipm~nt.
www.no~V.•oodindustries.comFree
information: 1-800-578·1363 cxt.300N
Piont'<'r Building Sale! •Rock Bottom
Price!>!" Beat next price Increase. Go
dired/ save. :.!Ox26. 25xl0, JOJ\40,
30x44, 35x50,40x60. 45x90. 50x100,
60x 180. Othef~. P1onecr 1o800-666·
5422

FOR RENT
Profe$~ionJ[

offict• space for rent in
Frankfort. Just off US 127 ncar 1-64.
Approximately 700 ~uare fet·t on second floor, pnvate b.Jth, closets. $600
pN month, lncludeo; water/sewer, electric! gas Call 502-223·8621.

HELP WANTED
JOIN TH( SouTHWOOD$ WAY AND HAV£ THE
BEST SUMMER Of YOUR lilt! Southwoods is
a co-ed ~idential children's Cilmp in
the Adirondack Mountains of New
York. Southwoods Is SHking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERC£TIC and FUN·LOVINC
individuals to make a positive impact on
a child's life. Positiont are available in
the areas of: cabin ~iilllsts, athletics,
outdoor adventure, creative and performing arts, wat.r 'PO"fS and much
lllOI'e! Benefits of worlling ill South-

room,
oo.rd, laundry and much morel For
more information and to complete an
application please contact us www.
touthwoods.com 1-888-449-3357, We
love MSU students! Come and continue
the MSU lepcy at Southwoods. }Qin
some of younelfow cl.assfNtes....Martin
Son, Stephanie Lawrence, Eric Wilton,
Mary Woods, Andrew West, Anw1da
Felber, Simon Crout, Dathan Shelton,
Timothy Dudley, Rebecca Travis, TJ
Garrett, Erin Babb, Justin Rouse, Ben
Bowden, Bill Robison, Reese Torrence,
Travis West, leAnne West, Kiley
Newell, Rich LeVeque, Todd Hoffman,
Michelle Lovell, Ben Arnett.
CAMP STAFF Spend your summer
teaching girls to san, windsurf, kayak &
more! ~;v Creelc Aquatic Camp, local·
ed on scenic 160,000 acre lake now
hiring: COtJnSelorsllifeguards (we can
train), Boating Assistants, Waterfront
Director (WSI), Kitchen Assistant &
Health Supervisor (EMT I RN). Great
benefits, fun traditions & playful atmosphere! www.kygirlscoutcaml)$-org or
1-888-771-5170 ext. 234.

Full-umc Jobs, Train in power plant~.
welding. mechanics. Great pay. Mu;t
relocate. 1-iS grad to age 37. Call M-F
800-284-6289
Nur;ing: Guardian Angel Staffing- RN's
to S39 hr. LPN's to $24 hr, CNA's to
S1S hr. Contracts available. 502-495·
1199 ~.guardia_nangels~ffing.com
$$$$ Weekly. Use eBay to get paid. Get
$2 50 in FREf products to start. No

inventory required, Trainmg provided.
Call Online Supplier for more IFlfO. 1800-940-4948 ext. 5320

--Driver Trainees n1.>ededl learn

55
to
drive for Transport America In 15 day~
at TAT! r-;o experience needed! Good
pay & benefits 1-866-244-3644
Act Now Drivers- Flatbed, Bulk Tank
and Refrigerated Divisions. Perlormance
ba~ pay. Experienced operatOfS, independent contractors, Of company drl·
vefS. CDL Instruction program available.
800-771·6318 www.primeinc.com

Asst. call tod.ty to
you qu,tliiy for
state paid tr.lining..:.._800-398-9908
AWC Carriers, Inc now h~rin~ OTR
lease Pure h.t~<'. <.on1p:my & Q,Q drivers. CDL·A. No I i.u.•m.1t. 2 yr cxp. vf'rln.lble. Non·fnrced dispo.~kh. rlt!ets
ocrepted. Call llc>ather 1·6!!8-4'!8·
8555, 334-692-5090
CDL A Solo & Tram Company IJrlwrs,
Owner OpNt~tnrs, anti S<hcKII Gr~du·
ate!. I NO f:.1~t C1>.1't, N<·w Po1y P.Kkagl',
Benefit,, Bunuse.l C.111 National Dis·
tributor; I easi~g 1-877-3]4-%77
Driver· Coven.mt I ran$port. fJ<CPIIC'nt
Pay & Bcncfib for cxpcncn,•cd driver,;,

:-JOWl
hoine "'
2.600 m1lcs PlU'i weekly; low cu~t
insur<mn~. I yr. experience. 866·54J·
1234 x 103 www.onlinetr.tn~port.eom
Ortvers, Over the road, 3 ~ ~1.1tcs. fiJI
W/5idt•s, l.11e model conwntlon,lls. .l
yea~ cxpcril'nce. SlOOO sign on bonus.
StM1 . .:14e-.J8~ milt• +Brnefits. C.1ll
(800)444·6648
Drlv~rs: Owner Operators Nt•(•JPdl
Home Wt-(·1-.ends! Olck•r tniLk!., plah·~
availahl(•. $0.88/milt.> or 7\J% t.;ross. C.!I
Ma:.ine at T~T Dedicatffi Carric·rs Inc..
1-800-51 I-OOR2

010, Solos, T('ams ,'l. Groduat<• Stu·

IJriwrs: Ownl'r OpC'rillOr5 Wanted!
BN•n rPJCCied hr. other companit'.'>l
Giw u~ a all! T& I Dedicatd carriers.

Driver- Drivers Nt'Cdl.odl Solo & Team
Runs. Roundtrip American & Canada
Runs. Out 7 to 10 days. Call Mike, Mesilla Valley_Transportatlon. 688-637-4552

Rt'Sional? Turn here! [xcellcnt opportu
nit~ and benefits for compan)' drivers!
M1I~SS. COL required! XM r<~dio service provided! 800-Cfi-IJRIVE (800·
ext.
1515\
ur
234·3i46
ww.v didnyt,.com

dents. Bonu~cs t'atd Wl'CKiy. Equal
Opportunity Employer. 888-MORl·
PAY (888·fi67·3729l

Driver· Regional Runs· liomP L'Yerv
wt.ock. $45k to S50k, 1st year. 888·'14&.
4639: www.knighttrans.com
Drivers- S1,000 Sign nn for experlenled
F.oJrn 4 I ¢/mile. No ,...YC, pay on
delivery and gu.~r.tnteed homt.>tlme.
USA Truck 800-217-4642
team~!

Driwrs: J4 to 3& cpm f111 new drivers.
Fuel $urc.h,~rgt: plu~ <10 tpm for owner~;
avg over S17mi 1 J>.lid plate~ & IL'<!~, no
forc;ecl dispatlh. Don't haul your nc•xt
lo,td for l~s· ~tclrl wilh us n1•xt week &
rnt1kC' rnort• lmmNilatC'Iy. l!enl'fits ,tv.lil·
able. C.1il1·!!77-4'l:l·5h;!7. C(IC.
Drivers· Arc:epllnJo! Tr.lint'C!ol CDl in I6
day$! No monPy down, Student flnanciqgt TuitiC>n n•imbur~emr>nt Avail. Job
pl.lcem•·nt a~t. 1-f\00·881·0171 e.xt A·

50~~-Drivers: C.1ass-A COl. MTI· CUilrantet.otl
home every weekend. Nrw Pa)' Scale,
fi~ Raise S1x Months! E.xpcrienced,
local & r~tponal Health, Dental. Disability, Vis1on, Life, Retirement. 800·
835.140'

ror

1-800-511-0082

••star Transport nccffi inexpo-icnccd
drivers. liome most wcckenc!s, Petcrhilt
trucks. shared tuition. Ccxxl st.1rt10g
pay food and lodging provided, 1-800·
4S5-IM2
What dCX'S our PAY RAISE ml'!an tn
YOU? Comp,~rc what you m,1ke to wh,lt
you CAN make! 1 ye.1r expt;•rienw •
More exp••ne1Kl'l
$52,000/ye.lr.
$60,000/ ye<tr. $70,0001 vtw. Mmd
He.utland Exvre5s! 1·800·441-~9S.I
www.he.Jrtlandexpre5~.wm

TRAVEL
1 Spring Brt.>ak Vacations! Canc~n,
Jamatca, Acapuko, Bahamas, Flor1da

#

& Costa Rica. 110% Bt.>St Prices! Book
now and get free parties & meals!

Croup discounts. Citmpu~ reps want·
l.'dl endlesssummcrtours.com 1-800234-7007.
People read the cl<~"ifi'~ !>c<' how
advertising can \\ork for you 762-4478.

CLASSIFIHJS RATES
~ ou

.

· c.m·er tramingl
Dr,luqhons Jr. College- Hop~in~vifle
I c.1mmg Site 241 U Fl. Camp!>cll Blvd.,
St<>. H ~ lnpkinsvillo•, KY 42240 8118·.156500() dept. l %66
l.,un Dcgrt't! Onlint! irom home. •ausi-

O(•ss 'l'<~r.tlt>j.\oll

•c.omputers. Job place>·
mc>nt oJs'>ist.tnn!, Cnmputt•r & Ffn.mcial
aid 1i qu.1lily. 8hf>·8511-2121 www.tide\\ att•rti'C honlinc.c c.im

HEALTH

Place your
.
message 1n
The Murray

State News
classifieds for

r.1m1ly I lt•,Jith CaH• wl Prescription
>1.1111 Sb'J 95/mo: B~t network, excel·
1cnt coverage. No limitat1orn, indudcs
drnt<1l, vision, pre-existing cond. OK!
Call· WCS 1·R00·288-'J214 ext 2H2

MISC.
1\DVfRTlSERS: You can place a 25word clo~ss1ficd ad in 70 Kentucky
n•!'.Y$pol~ for as little as $225 w1th
one order, one pa~·rnent. For information, contat.t the classified !kpartmenl
of this nrw~paper 01 ,,,II KrS 1-102223-8821
Divorce $1'15, Incorporation Sl 95. Your
llltl'rn.ltlvtl to expensive lt>gal it>eS! ncdproscrvitCC!'.Jol.r:mn or 1:_!1<~~70

PER WO RD!
Classified advertising deadline
is 4 p.m . Wednesday.

$SCASI-ISS lmmedi.lll' C.1~h for struclun•d ~I'Hit·ments, o.~nnuitics, 1.1w suits,
inhcrit.lnLl'$, tnmtguge note~ & Cd5h
tl11w~. JC Wt•nlwOith· .1'1. 1·800-79+
7l l 0

Ads may he submilled in Wil·
son Hall room 111 or mailed

Attention t I•Jtnt•nwm·rs: Displ.1yllome$
w.mll'd tor vinyl ~idmg, windows, r(KJk
l a~r rred11 tt·un~. Nn paymt>nls until
Summer 200'\ Stitr1in~ at S<l!i month.
Call 1·800·2~1-084)

Classiiicds must be paid

I rl'f! 4·Ronm DIRECTV Sv~tPm mcludlng st.1ndo.1rd ln,talldtion.' 3 MONTHS
rRH 50+ l'rem•um Channels. An:css l<l
over 225 ( hilnnclst Linutetl time offer.
S&H, rcstn• tlons apply. 1-800-2084617

to Classifieds, c/o 7/w Murr<~y
SWlt' Ne1vs, 2609 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071

before the)' run.
For more iniormation
call 7112-4478.
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Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff!
DIPLOMA FRAME
Protect and display
your diploma with a
custom made frame.
Perfect for home or office.

$109.95 • $179.95
CERTIFICATE
OF APPRECIATION

- Senior Salute 2005
Tues., March 29 ............. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Wed., March 30 ..... . ... . . . . 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs., March 31 . . . .. ... .. . .10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Rocking Chair Lounge
~-<;!J~§ CE~TER ____ J
"Coming together to help you prepare and plan f or graduation!"

Recognize and honor that
special person(s) that helped you
achieve your college success.
Actual name(s) can be custom
printed on the framed certificate.

$15
THANK YOU NOTES

REG ISTRAR'S OFFICE:
Answering questions regarding graduation,
degree requirements and commencement exercises.

Say thank you wjth these
elegant note cards, featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.

MSU GRADUATE STUDIES:
A representative from Graduate Programs will be present
to provide information about the Master's Degree program's
and to assist graduates in the application process.

$8.50

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING:
Conducting exit counseling for May graduates with Stafford loans.
Informational booklets and loan summary totals will be available on that day.
A representative will be available from 12:30 p.m. until 4 p.m. each day.

PERSONALIZED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The best way to announce to
all those special people.
Your name. degree and major
will be printed in the actual
text of your announcement,
along with the time and
location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in
packages of 20.

CAREER SERVICES:
Come learn how to establish a Career Services file on-line! Information about
resume preparation, interviewing and job search techniques will be available.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION:
Alumni Association representatives will provide information on how to net·
work
with MSU Alumni before and after graduation, how to get involved in alumni
chapter activities, and why it is important to stay in touch with Muqay State.

CLASS RINGS
See the complete selection of
Murray State University
Class Rings. Take advantage
of promotional prices starting
at $199.00 during Senior
Salute

ENVELOPE SEALS
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner
envelopes. The distinctive
mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of 25.

$7
CAP, GOWN
& TASSEL
ENSEMBLES
Bachelor's (includes stole) $29.95
Master's (includes hood & stole) $89.95

ACCESSORIES
Bachelor's
Honor Cords $8
Residential College Stoles $13.25 •
(now required for both Bachelor's & Master's)

Master's Hoods $54.95

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE:
Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your personalized graduation invitations
& more! Then meet with our Josten's representative to order your class ring and
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